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 appearance, disappearance and corrections  



Les Houches 1976 

note the light-hearted and slightly rebellious style… Since I knew little english 

the written style  went *way* over my head…  

                                    The “T-shirt appearance” was more obvious!  

appearance 



my notes of the  

same thing!  
Of course k is a neutrino … 

        …. and k’ a muon 

John had produced a paper with MK Gaillard predicting the mass of the 

charm quark (from K-Kbar  mixing)  and explained with lots of greek letters  

the ‘slow rescaling’. I was lucky. This was the theoretical part of my thesis,  

(charm production by neutrinos in Gargamelle) published long before the proceedings were out!  

the young  

and dumb  

experimenter 



The others… = Chris Llewellyn-Smith et al… 

note that charm was the heaviest quark then, the standard model had 2 generations, 

only in ‘beyond charm’ lectures (Haim Harari) did we learn about K-M  

                                           and the healthy benefits of a third generation. 



meanwhile… 

First ‘LEP’ study 

in the wake of  

charm discovers 

The lack of knowledge of the number of generations was trouble 

The point would be made more clear in the next iteration (LEP summer study) 



the appearance of a word 

exercise: google up ‘zedology’ 



we find the formulae that we all know and love….  

(…) 

build LEP  ….   and find no Z!  (imagine to build LHC and find no Higgs, huh?) 

and a little drama... 

disappearance of the Z boson? 





Camillieri 



1989   LEP and SLC  start! 

Nn determined from the visible Z 

cross-section at the peak (most of 

which are hadrons):  

the more decays are invisible the 

fewer are visible: 

 hadron cross section decreases by 

13% for one more family of neutrinos 
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Quite dramatic …  

Pilot run 13-14 August  8 events 

1st physics run 20Sep’89  

(3weeks, 3000 events/exp) 

1st papers 11-16OCt’89  
1st seminar 13Oct’89  



1989   LEP and SLC  start! 

in the end: Nn = 2.984 0.008 

 Quite dramatic …  

Pilot run 13-14 August  8 events 

1st physics run 20Sep’89 (3000 events) 

1st papers 11-16OCt’89  

1st seminar 13Oct’89  



The Z width was never used as a measurement of the number of light neutrinos… 

which depends mainly on the peak cross-section. It is however sensitive to Veltman’s 

-parameter as in GF(NC) =  GF(CC) 

 

The -parameter carries radiative corrections /4 m2
top/m

2
Z   -- top-meter! 

 

John E. had also participated in this!  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

In 1993 we measured very carefully the Z line shape using  
new luminosity monitors (for the cross-sections) and  

resonant depolarization of the beams (for the LEP energy)  

 

and gave the result at the rencontres de Moriond (March 1994) (Pietrzyk) 

mtop= 179 + - 20 GeV …. 
 

… which was quickly followed (April 1994) by the announcement by CDF collaboration  

of evidence for top quark at 176+-16 GeV.  

Corrections 



IMAGINE … 



 … THE FUTURE OF CERN 



The e-p machine was supposed to be “cheap”. (20(e) + 400 (p)) 

 

There  was a puzzle in this: how can one reconstruct e-p collisions kinematics 

with a neutrino in the final state? (CCs)  

There was lot of discussion about measuring jet angles etc…but the method 
(just use 4-momentum conservation) would only be found in the next HERA study.  

Hera was built in DESY but this physics may come back to CERN … 

                                                  LHC + LEP3? 



First appearance of the Muon machines: muon collider and 

surreptitiously, what would be the  ‘neutrino factory’ 



(i.e. after first LHC results) 





NB the Higgs limit was  

~98GeV at that time….  

The vision: 

Three step scenario 

 

-1- neutrino factory 

-2- Higgs factory 

-3- high energy lepton collider 



In this study was reported that CP violation could be observed 

in neutrino oscillations! 

Y. Osuda 

oulined the uniqueness of the ne n channel and the  

interest of a muon storage ring for cross-section measurements 

(in particular of electron- 



Muon collider as Higgs machines 

s = mh 

measure mass, width, invisible with and couplings 

Incredible machine energy definition  

(no beamstrahlung)  

and precision from muon spin precession 

Murray 

s = mH, mA 

+ CP violation 

in H,A interference! 

Because Higgs coupling = mass 

muon has 40000 times  

more cross-section than electrons 

 

This works for mH< 130 GeV !  

Janot 





Neutrino Factory (muons) SPL 3-5 GeV 

Superbeam (pions) 

--------- 

Beta-beam (ions) 

Low energy (<1 GeV)  High energy (~5-20 GeV) 



India 

NB Pyhäsalmi  

now considered  

in Laguna-LBNO 



In this report we have expanded the discussion of the physics drivers for possible 

future proton accelerators at CERN that was given in our initial report [1]. In the 

coming years, the ordered priorities we advocate are full exploitation of the LHC, 

together with preparation for possible luminosity and energy upgrades [2]; preparation 

for a possible next-generation neutrino facility at CERN [3]; and optimizing the use of 
CERN infrastructures via unique fixed-target and low-energy programmes in areas 

such as kaon physics and nuclear physics.  

 

It will be necessary to keep under review the physics drivers for CERN’s future proton 

accelerator options.  



The latest appearance of John: the NUFACT11 round table 1 August 2011 

              John chaired a round table on  

 

Future Neutrino Facilities in the Global Physics Environment  

Originality was that the round table took place at the beginning of the workshop!  

Members asked questions that put the workshop to WORK! 

XIIIth International  Workshop on Neutrino Factories, Super beams and Beta beams  

Panel composed of the following members -- S. Bertolucci (CERN) -- K. Nishikawa 

(KEK) -- J. Strait (Fermilab) -- M. Spiro (CERN Council) -- J. Womersley (STFC) –  

T. Nakada (ECFA) -- S. Myers (CERN) -- S. Komamya (ICFA)  



Jim Strait (representing the CERN director): 

If you didn’t have a neutrino factory, how precise a measurement of parameters can 

be done with superbeams before reaching their limitations? What “external” 

measurements, e.g. particle production, neutrino cross sections, etc., can be done to 

improve the current systematic error limits on superbeam experiments, and what are 
the ultimately limiting systematic errors? 

 

Answer: CP violating variables are reduced when sin2213 increases! 

Systematic errors  become the name of the game. The ratio of electron 

neutrino vs muon neutrino cross-sections (also as function of energy or for 
antineutrinos) must be directly measured.  

 

The present situation (muon neutrino cross-sections measured to typically 

15% other worse or not at all) can be improved to ~5% with better hadro- 

production experiment.  
 

An interesting possibility came up at the meeting: a mini-neutrino factory to 

measure all muon and electron (anti)neutrino cross-sections with sub-% 

precisions.  

an example 



                                               Conclusions 
Over the last 35 years I have continuously met with John on the discussions of  
future accelerators 

 

He has always shown extraordinary insight and ability of broad-brushing to the essential  

the physics of proposed facilities. (HERA, LEP, LHC, Neutrino beams, lepton colliders…) 

 
He also was very good at getting the best out of everyone  

                 (e.g. I was the ‘dumb experimenter with a good tongue’) 

 

This has been beautifully motivating 

– all schools, workshops, working parties were a formidable powerhouse of new ideas.  
 

                                            Thank You JOHN! 

 

John has always kept alive the concern that CERN must have future projects! 

 
The conclusions of the 98 report are still in a very similar state 

                          …..      a fact that I find somewhat of a concern  

                     

                            We must keep that spirit strong and going! 

 


